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Abstract We outline a microscopic framework to calculate nucleon Compton scattering from the
level of quarks and gluons within the covariant Faddeev approach. We explain the connection with
hadronic expansions of the Compton scattering amplitude and discuss the obstacles in maintaining
electromagnetic gauge invariance. Finally we give preliminary results for the nucleon polarizabilities.
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1 Introduction
There is much ongoing interest in the precision determination of the nucleon’s polarizabilities; see [1]
for a recent review. The electric polarizability α and magnetic polarizability β tell us how the nucleon
responds to an external electromagnetic field, with current PDG values α = 11.2(4) × 10−4 fm3 and
β = 2.5(4) × 10−4 fm3 for the proton [2]. The polarizabilities are proportional to the volume and
their smallness indicates that the proton is a rigid object due to the strong binding of its constituents.
Whereas α+ β is constrained by a sum rule, the small value for β is commonly believed to be due to
a cancellation between the nucleon ‘quark core’ and the interaction with its pion cloud.
The polarizabilities are encoded in the nucleon Compton scattering (CS) amplitude Nγ∗ → Nγ∗
which has many applications also beyond polarizabilities. The integrated CS amplitude is relevant for
two-photon corrections to nucleon form factors [3] and perhaps also for the proton radius puzzle [1]. So
far, our knowledge of the CS amplitude is restricted to a few kinematic limits including the (generalized)
polarizabilities in real and virtual CS [4], the nucleon structure functions in the forward limit, and
deeply virtual CS (DVCS) from where generalized parton distributions are extracted [5]. In addition,
the crossed process pp→ γγ will be measured by PANDA.
While lattice calculations for polarizabilities are underway (see [1] for references), the main theoret-
ical tools to address CS are ‘hadronic’ descriptions such as chiral perturbation theory, which provides a
systematic expansion of the CS amplitude at low energies [6], and dispersion relations with a direct link
to experimental data [7; 8]. On the other hand, handbag dominance in DVCS is well established and a
key ingredient to factorization theorems. Is it then possible to connect these two facets by a common,
underlying approach at the level of quarks and gluons that reproduces all established features, from
hadronic poles to the handbag picture? In the following we will briefly outline such an approach and
present first calculated results for the proton polarizabilities α and β.
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Fig. 1 Three-quark Faddeev equation (top) and electromagnetic current matrix element (bottom).
2 The covariant Faddeev approach
Our tool of choice is the covariant three-body Faddeev approach established in [9]. Its basic equations
are illustrated in Fig. 1. The Faddeev equation determines the nucleon mass and bound-state amplitude
(its ‘wave function’) by summing up all possible two- and three-body interactions between dressed
quarks. The electromagnetic current matrix element couples the photon to all microscopic ingredients
and thereby satisfies electromagnetic gauge invariance.
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Fig. 2 ρ−meson [10], nucleon and ∆
masses [9] calculated from their Bethe-
Salpeter and Faddeev equations. Stars
are PDG values and symbols with error
bars are lattice data (see [9] for refer-
ences).
To solve the Faddeev equation one needs to specify its
input. Three-body interactions have been neglected so far,
and most studies have employed a rainbow-ladder trunca-
tion where the two-body kernel is given by a dressed gluon
exchange. The dressed quark propagator is solved from its
Dyson-Schwinger equation and the resulting quark mass func-
tion becomes momentum-dependent; it describes the transi-
tion from the input current-quark mass at large momenta to
a nonperturbative, dressed ‘constituent quark’ mass of a few
hundred MeV in the infrared. In general, any truncation must
preserve chiral symmetry to ensure a massless pion in the chiral
limit via the analogous Bethe-Salpeter equation; see e.g. [11]
for recent advances in this area.
Whereas the applicability of rainbow-ladder in the light-
meson sector is mainly limited to pseudoscalar and vector
mesons, baryons fare much better: the approach reproduces
the octet and decuplet ground state masses within 5−10% [12].
Fig. 2 shows results for the ρ−meson, nucleon and ∆ masses
as functions of m2pi (which is also calculated) compared to lat-
tice data and experiment. The only input is the quark-gluon
interaction for the two-body kernel whose model dependence
is given by the bands. In particular, once the model scale is
set to reproduce the pion decay constant, there are no further
parameters or approximations and all subsequent results are
predictions.
Apart from mass spectra, a range of form factors have been
calculated as well within this setup. Among them are nucleon,
∆ and hyperon electromagnetic form factors, the N → ∆γ
transition, and nucleon axial form factors [13]. All these cases
exhibit good overall agreement with experimental data (where
available) and also lattice results at larger pion masses, with discrepancies at low Q2 where pion-cloud
effects become important. While the three-body Faddeev approach does not depend on explicit diquark
degrees of freedom, it is conceptually close to the quark-diquark framework which typically yields
similar results and thereby establishes the presence of strong diquark correlations inside baryons [14].
An advantage is that the approach is not limited to two- and three-body systems: using the very same
building blocks, it has been recently also applied to tetraquarks and the muon g-2 problem [15]. Given
the body of results so far it is desirable to go a step further and ask: what can we learn about Compton
scattering from such a microscopic perspective?
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Fig. 3 Left: Kinematics and phase space in Compton scattering. Right: Dominant Compton form factors
corresponding to the residue of the nucleon Born terms after removing the common pole factor. The bands
contain the full kinematic dependence on all four variables inside the cone.
3 Compton scattering
The nucleon CS amplitude depends on three independent momenta (see Fig. 3): the average nucleon
momentum p, the average photon momentum Σ = (Q+Q′)/2, and the momentum transfer ∆ = Q−Q′.
The process is described by four Lorentz-invariant kinematic variables which we define as
η+ =
Q2 +Q′2
2m2
, η− =
Q ·Q′
m2
, ω =
Q2 −Q′2
2m2
, λ =
p ·Σ
m2
, (1)
where m is the nucleon mass. The kinematic phase space in the variables {η+, η−, ω} is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The spacelike region that is integrated over in nucleon-lepton scattering forms the interior of
a cone around the η+ axis. Its apex is where the static polarizabilities are defined, with momentum-
dependent extensions to real CS (η+ = ω = 0), the doubly-virtual forward limit (η+ = η−, ω = 0),
and virtual CS (η+ = ω) including the generalized polarizabilities at η− = 0.
Hadronic vs. microscopic decomposition. At the hadronic level the CS amplitude is given by the sum
of Born terms, which are determined by the nucleon form factors, and a one-particle-irreducible (1PI)
structure part that carries the dynamics and encodes the polarizabilities, see Fig. 4. The latter con-
tains s/u−channel nucleon resonances beyond the nucleon Born terms (including the ∆, Roper, etc.),
t−channel meson exchanges (pion, scalar, axialvector, . . . ), and pion loops, with well-established low-
energy expansions in chiral effective field theory. This is usually viewed as the ‘correct’ description at
low energies, whereas the handbag picture is interpreted as the ‘correct’ one at large photon virtual-
ities. Hence again the question: is there a common underlying description at the quark level that is
valid in all kinematic regions and encompasses both approaches?
In analogy to the form factor diagrams in Fig. 1 one can derive a closed expression for the CS ampli-
tude at the quark level [16; 17]. The topologies that survive in a rainbow-ladder truncation (apart from
permutations and symmetrizations) are collected in the second row of Fig. 4. Ambiguities stemming
from intermediate offshell hadrons never arise here because hadronic degrees of freedom do not appear
explicitly. Instead, the diagrams reproduce the onshell hadron pole contributions:
– Diagram (a) depends on the three-quark scattering matrix which contains all possible baryon poles,
so it reproduces the nucleon Born terms as well as all s/u−channel resonances.
– Diagram (b) contains the quark two-photon (quark Compton) vertex, which has an analogous
decomposition into quark Born terms and a 1PI part. The Born terms provide the handbag con-
tributions. The 1PI part features a quark-antiquark scattering matrix that contains all possible
t−channel meson poles and thereby reproduces the meson exchanges in the first row.
Neither the handbag nor the cat’s-ears contributions from diagram (c) have a direct analogue in the
hadronic expansion where they are rather absorbed into counterterms. Vice versa, the diagrams in the
bottom do not contain the microscopic representation of pion loops because those only enter beyond
rainbow-ladder. In any case, the sum of all graphs in the box satisfies electromagnetic gauge invariance
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B. Kinematics and definitions
The nucleon Compton amplitude Γµν(p,Q′, Q) de-
pends on three independent momenta. We will alterna-
tively use the two sets {p, Q, Q′} and {p, Σ, ∆} which
are related via
p = 12 (pi + pf ) ,
Σ = 12 (Q+Q
′) ,
∆ = Q−Q′ = pf − pi , (8)
with the inverse relations
pi = p− ∆2 ,
pf = p+
∆
2 ,
Q = Σ+ ∆2 ,
Q′ = Σ− ∆2 .
(9)
With the constraints p2i = p
2
f = −m2 the Compton am-
plitude depends on four Lorentz invariants. We work
with the dimensionless variables
η+ =
Q2 +Q′2
2m2
, η− =
Q ·Q′
m2
, ω =
Q2 −Q′2
2m2
,
λ =
p · Σ
m2
=
p ·Q
m2
=
p ·Q′
m2
,
(10)
or, vice versa,{
Q2
Q′2
}
= Σ2 +
∆2
4
± Σ ·∆ = m2 (η+ ± ω),
Q ·Q′ = Σ2 − ∆
2
4
= m2 η−,
(11)
so that the Compton form factors in Eq. (3) are dimen-
sionless functions ci(η+, η−, ω, λ). The variables η+ and
η− are even under photon crossing and charge conjuga-
tion, whereas λ and ω switch signs (see Eq. (??) below).
We work with Euclidean conventions but all relations be-
tween Lorentz-invariant quantities, such as the Compton
form factors that we derive in Tables I, II and V, are the
same in Minkowski space.
The variables η+, η− and ω also admit a simple geo-
metric understanding of the phase space, cf. Fig. 2. The
spacelike region that we need to integrate over in order to
extract two-photon corrections to observables is subject
to the constraints
t > 0, σ > 0, −1 < Z < 1, −1 < Y < 1 (12)
where t, σ, Z and Y are the ‘spacelike’ variables intro-
duced in Ref. [1]:
t =
∆2
4m2
, σ =
Σ2
m2
, Z = Σ̂ · ∆̂ , Y = p̂ · Σ̂T . (13)
Here, a hat denotes a normalized four-momentum (e.g.,
Σ̂ = Σ/
√
Σ2) and the subscript ‘T’ stands for a transverse
projection with respect to the total momentum transfer
∆. These variables are related to the ones in Eq. (10) via
t =
η+ − η−
2
, σ =
η+ + η−
2
, Z =
ω√
η2+ − η2−
,
λ = −Y
2
√
ω2 + η2− − η2+
√
1 +
2
η+ − η− .
(14)
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FIG. 2: Compton scattering phase space in the variables η+,
η− and ω (alternatively: τ , τ ′, η−, or t, σ, ω.) The interior of
the cone is the spacelike region that is integrated over. Real
Compton scattering (RCS) lives on the η− axis and virtual
Compton scattering (VCS) on the plane τ ′ = 0. The bound-
ary of the cone contains the forward limit at t = 0 (FWD)
and the VCS limit where the generalized polarizabilities are
defined (GP, τ ′ = 0 and η− = 0).
The first three constraints in Eq. (12) entail
− η+ < η− < η+, ω2 + η2− < η2+ . (15)
This is a circular 45◦ cone in η+ direction, with η− and
ω as the x and y variables. The opposite corners of the
cone are spanned by the {σ, t} and {τ, τ ′} axes because
from Eq. (11) we also have
τ =
Q2
4m2
=
η+ + ω
4
, τ ′ =
Q′2
4m2
=
η+ − ω
4
.
A cross section through the planes of fixed t leads to the
upper panel of Fig. 4 in Ref. [1].
We can also localize the various kinematic limits in this
plot:
• Real Compton scattering (RCS):
Q2 = Q′2 = 0 ⇒ η+ = ω = 0.
• Virtual Compton scattering (VCS):
Q′2 = 0 ⇒ η+ = ω.
• Generalized polarizabilities:
Q′µ = 0 ⇒ η+ = ω, η− = λ = 0.
• Forward limit: ∆µ = 0 ⇒ η+ = η−, ω = 0.
• Polarizabilities: η+ = η− = ω = λ = 0.
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Fig. 4 Hadronic vs. quark-level decomposition of the nucleon Compt n scattering amplitude. The first row
depicts the hadronic contributions as the sum of Born terms and a 1PI structure part. The latter encodes
the larizabiliti s and contains s/u−channel nucleon resonances, t−channel meson exchanges and pion loops.
The second row shows the microscopic decomp sition (in rainbow-ladder) featuring Faddeev amplitudes, quark
propagators, quark-photon and quark Compton verti es, and the three-quark scattering m trix [17].
so that the resulting CS ampli ude is purely transverse; it is s/u−channel crossing symmetric; it repro-
duces all known hadronic poles; and it contains the handbag contributions which are perturbatively
(and presumably also nonperturbatively) important.
Is it feasible to calculat all these microscopic diagrams in analogy to what has b en achieved for
form factors? The main obstacle is diagram (a): while there has been progress in the calculation of
three- and four-point functions [18], the tr atment of six-point functions is so far beyond reach. We
therefore approximate this graph by summing up the leading hadronic diagrams in the form of nucl on
resonances. Neglecting also diagram (c), we calculate graph (b) in rainbow-ladder but without further
approximations: the quark propaga or is obtained from its Dyson-Schwinger equation, the nucleon
amplitude from the covariant Faddeev equation, and the quark Compton vertex including all (128)
tensor structures from its inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation [17].
Gauge invariance. The problem with this strategy is that only the sum of diagrams (a-c) is gauge
invariant but not the individual graphs alone. Since transversality is connected with analyticity, a
simple transverse projection does n t suffice because an approximation that breaks lectromagnetic
gauge invariance can induce kinematic singularities that render its results mea ingless. The problem
can be illustrated with a textbook example, namely the photon vacuum polarization whose general
form is Πµν(Q) = a δµν + bQµQν . The coefficients a and b are functions of Q2 and must be analytic at
Q2 = 0; poles would correspond to intermediate massless particles but since the vacuum polarization
is 1PI intermediate propagators are excluded by definition. Gauge invariance entails transversality,
QµΠµν = 0, which fixes a = −bQ2. The vacuum polarization can then be written as the sum of a
transverse part and a ‘gauge part’ (which is not longitudinal):
Πµν(Q) = Π(Q2) tµνQQ + Π˜(Q
2) δµν , tµνAB = A ·B δµν −BµAν . (2)
The transverse dressing function Π(Q2) is free of kinematic singularities and zeros. The gauge part δµν
is the tensor that we eliminated in the first place, so Π˜(Q2) must vanish due to gauge invariance. This
is what happens in dimensional regularization, whereas a cutoff breaks gauge invariance and induces
a quadratic divergence (only) in the gauge part. If we did not know about the decomposition (2)
and performed a transverse projection, Π(Q2) would pick up a 1/Q2 pole from the gauge part which
invalidates the extraction of Π(Q2 = 0). The transverse/gauge separation is also convenient if gauge
invariance is broken by more than a cutoff, for instance by an incomplete calculation: ultimately the
sum of all gauge parts must vanish, but the partial result for Π(Q2) is still free of kinematic problems
and — ideally — not strongly affected by gauge artifacts.
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B. Kinematics and definitions
The nucleon Compton amplitude Γµν(p,Q′, Q) de-
pends on three independent momenta. We will alterna-
tively use the two sets {p, Q, Q′} and {p, Σ, ∆} which
are related via
p = 12 (pi + pf ) ,
Σ = 12 (Q+Q
′) ,
∆ = Q−Q′ = pf − pi , (8)
with the inverse relations
pi = p− ∆2 ,
pf = p+
∆
2 ,
Q = Σ+ ∆2 ,
Q′ = Σ− ∆2 .
(9)
With the constraints p2i = p
2
f = −m2 the Compton am-
plitude depends on four Lorentz invariants. We work
with the dimensionless variables
η+ =
Q2 +Q′2
2m2
, η− =
Q ·Q′
m2
, ω =
Q2 −Q′2
2m2
,
λ =
p · Σ
m2
=
p ·Q
m2
=
p ·Q′
m2
,
(10)
or, vice versa,{
Q2
Q′2
}
= Σ2 +
∆2
4
± Σ ·∆ = m2 (η+ ± ω),
Q ·Q′ = Σ2 − ∆
2
4
= m2 η−,
(11)
so that the Compton form factors in Eq. (3) are dimen-
sionless functions ci(η+, η−, ω, λ). The variables η+ and
η− are even under photon crossing and charge conjuga-
tion, whereas λ and ω switch signs (see Eq. (??) below).
We work with Euclidean conventions but all relations be-
tween Lorentz-invariant quantities, such as the Compton
form factors that we derive in Tables I, II and V, are the
same in Minkowski space.
The variables η+, η− and ω also admit a simple geo-
metric understanding of the phase space, cf. Fig. 2. The
spacelike region that we need to integrate over in order to
extract two-photon corrections to observables is subject
to the constraints
t > 0, σ > 0, −1 < Z < 1, −1 < Y < 1 (12)
where t, σ, Z and Y are the ‘spacelike’ variables intro-
duced in Ref. [1]:
t =
∆2
4m2
, σ =
Σ2
m2
, Z = Σ̂ · ∆̂ , Y = p̂ · Σ̂T . (13)
Here, a hat denotes a normalized four-momentum (e.g.,
Σ̂ = Σ/
√
Σ2) and the subscript ‘T’ stands for a transverse
projection with respect to the total momentum transfer
∆. These variables are related to the ones in Eq. (10) via
t =
η+ − η−
2
, σ =
η+ + η−
2
, Z =
ω√
η2+ − η2−
,
λ = −Y
2
√
ω2 + η2− − η2+
√
1 +
2
η+ − η− .
(14)
߱
߬߬’ ݐߪ
ߟΖ
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FW
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GP
FIG. 2: Compton scattering phase space in the variables η+,
η− and ω (alternatively: τ , τ ′, η−, or t, σ, ω.) The interior of
the cone is the spacelike region that is integrated over. Real
Compton scattering (RCS) lives on the η− axis and virtual
Compton scattering (VCS) on the plane τ ′ = 0. The bound-
ary of the cone contains the forward limit at t = 0 (FWD)
and the VCS limit where the generalized polarizabilities are
defined (GP, τ ′ = 0 and η− = 0).
The first three constraints in Eq. (12) entail
− η+ < η− < η+, ω2 + η2− < η2+ . (15)
This is a circular 45◦ cone in η+ direction, with η− and
ω as the x and y variables. The opposite corners of the
cone are spanned by the {σ, t} and {τ, τ ′} axes because
from Eq. (11) we also have
τ =
Q2
4m2
=
η+ + ω
4
, τ ′ =
Q′2
4m2
=
η+ − ω
4
.
A cross section through the planes of fixed t leads to the
upper panel of Fig. 4 in Ref. [1].
We can also localize the various kinematic limits in this
plot:
• Real Compton scattering (RCS):
Q2 = Q′2 = 0 ⇒ η+ = ω = 0.
• Virtual Compton scattering (VCS):
Q′2 = 0 ⇒ η+ = ω.
• Generalized polarizabilities:
Q′µ = 0 ⇒ η+ = ω, η− = λ = 0.
• Forward limit: ∆µ = 0 ⇒ η+ = η−, ω = 0.
• Polarizabilities: η+ = η− = ω = λ = 0.
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Figure 2: Ratio of proton electric to magnetic form factors as extracted using Rosenbluth
(LT) separation [11] (squares) and polarization transfer measurements [16, 18] (circles).
Figure adapted from Ref. [12].
In a series of recent experiments at Jefferson Lab [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], the polarization
transfer (PT) technique has been used to accurately determine the ratio GE/GM up to Q
2 = 8.5 GeV2.
In addition, there have been complementary measurements using polarized targets at MIT-Bates [26]
and Jefferson Lab [27]. The results, illustrated in Fig. 2, are in striking contrast to the ratio obtained
via LT or Rosenbluth separations, showing an approximately linear decrease of R with Q2 which is in
strong violation of the Q2 scaling behavior (see also Refs. [1, 2, 28, 29]).
The discrepancy between the LT and PT measurements of GE/GM has stimulated considerable
activity, both theoretically and experimentally, over the past decade. Attempts to reconcile the mea-
surements have mostly focused on improved treatments of radiative corrections, particularly those
associated with two-photon exchange, which can lead to additional angular (and thus ε) dependence
of the cross section. In the following sections we discuss experimental efforts to better understand the
discrepancy, and then describe theoretical efforts to compute TPE corrections and assess their impact
on various observables.
3 Experimental observables and measurements
3.1 Verification of the discrepancy
The striking difference between Rosenbluth [30] and the early polarization transfer [16, 18] measure-
ments of the proton electromagnetic form factors shown in Fig. 2 led to significant activity aimed at
understanding and resolving this discrepancy. It was noted early [16] that there was significant scatter
between the results of different Rosenbluth extractions [11, 31, 32, 33, 34], as illustrated in Fig. 3,
suggesting that the problem was related to the cross section measurements. At high Q2, GE yields only
a small, angle-dependent correction to the cross section, leading to the possibility that a systematic
difference between small- and large-angle measurements could yield large corrections to GE/GM , which
would increase in importance with increasing Q2. It was therefore argued that the observed difference
may have been due to some experimental error in one or more of the cross section measurements that
significantly change the high Q2 extractions of GE . Thus, the first step was a careful examination of the
cross section data to determine if the observed discrepancy could be explained by problems with one
or two experiments, or resolved by adjusting the normalization of some data sets within the assumed
uncertainties.
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Fig. 5 Proton pol rizabilities as functions of η+. The bands were obtained from diagram (b) with and without
the ∆ contribu ion. The dots were extracted from Ref. [4] and the stars are the experimental valu s [2].
This simple example also pr vides the template for the CS amplitude, where a complete decompo-
sition into transverse and ga ge parts free of kinematic singularities and zeros is necessary as well:
Mµν(p,Q′, Q) = 1
m
u(p )
[ (
f1
m4
tµαQ′p t
αν
pQ +
f2
m2
tµνQ′Q + . . .
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
transverse part, 18 tensors
+ (. . . )︸︷︷︸
gauge part,
14 tensors
]
u(pi) , (3)
with tµνAB defined in Eq. (2). We employ the transverse tensor basis of Refs. [19; 7] but insert factors of
ω, λ and m where necessary, so hat all Compton form factors (CFFs) fi(η+, η−, ω, λ) are dimensionless
and invariant under photon crossing and charge conjugation. The gauge part ust be zero and vanish
if all diagrams in Fig. 4 are included. However, even if one breaks gauge invariance by retaining only
a subs t of diagrams, the transverse CFFs still yield a well-defined prediction.
This can be understood already at the hadronic level. The definition of polarizabilities entails that
both the Born and 1PI parts must be in ividually gauge invariant, so the expansion (3) must hold for
both contributions alone. The Born terms are specified by the nucleon’s electromagnetic current, but
since the intermediate nucl on is offshell the half offshell nucleon-photon vert x can have more tensor
structures. It is well known that only an onshell Dirac current with Q2-dependent Pauli and Dirac form
factors ensures gauge invariance of the Born term.1 The right panel in Fig. 3 shows the leading CFFs
for this case after removing the common nucleon pole factor. Note that all CFFs are well-behaved and
approach constant values for η+ → 0. As required, the gauge part is exactly zero. The implementation
of offshell form factors destroys this property: the gauge part then no longer vanishes but within a
reasonable range of model parametrizations the transverse CFFs remain almost unchanged.
Another remarkable feature is visible in Fig. 3: the bands contain the full kinematic dependence on
all four variables η+, η−, ω and λ inside the cone, but effectively they only depend on η+. The residues
of the nucleon Born terms therefore scale with η+, which reflects the symmetric makeup of the phase
space. The hadronic poles form planes in the phase space that will generally counteract this symmetry
property: the nucleon Born poles appear at η− = λ = 0; the nucleon resonance poles form vert cal
planes at fixed η− < 0, where the value of λ depends on the width of the resonance; and t−channel
meson poles appear at fixed ∆2 = −m2i ⇒ η− = η+ +m2i /(2m2).
Polarizabilities. The nucleon polarizabilities α and β are related to the CFFs f1 and f2 in the limi
where all kinematic variables are zero: {α+β, β} = {f1, f2}×αQED/m3. In Fig. 5 we show preli inary
results from the quark-level calculation extracted from the basis in Eq. 3. So far they are only ballpark
estimates: the quark Compton vertex that enters in the calculation depends on 6 Lorentz invariants
and 128 tensor structures and its transverse/gauge separation is extremely sensitive to the numerics.
We extracted the momentum dependence of α + β from f1 only whereas the standard definition [7]
contains admixtures from higher CFFs at η+ > 0, but for those our results are still too noisy.
1 For arbitrary offshell form factors the Born terms must be combined with (non-diagrammatic) parts of the
1PI contribution to arrive again at a gauge-invariant expression, see [17] for a discussion.
6The hatched bands in Fig. 5 are the outcome of diagram (b) inside the cone. For the total result we
added the ∆ resonance, the dominant hadronic contribution to diagram (a), using a parametrization for
the experimental N → ∆γ form factors. For comparison we plot the dispersion relation results for the
generalized polarizabilities from Refs. [4; 7]. The figure makes clear that the sum α+β is dominated by
diagram (b) and, as it turns out, especially by the handbag contributions. The magnetic polarizability
β is dominated by the ∆ pole from diagram (a) whereas (b) contributes little due to cancellations.
The discrepancy at low η+ is presumably due to missing pion loops — β is subject to cancellations
between the quark core (which then mainly comes from the ∆ pole) and pion cloud effects.
To summarize, we demonstrated how to extract microscopic information on nucleon polarizabilities
from the decomposition in Fig. 4. It will be further interesting to investigate spin polarizabilities and
gather knowledge on the spacelike momentum dependence of the CS amplitude, which will improve our
understanding of two-photon corrections to form factors as well as the proton radius puzzle. Finally,
the same framework can be adapted to other processes such as pion electroproduction, which has
contributed much to our knowledge of nucleon resonances and transition form factors. For their clean
extraction one needs to know the non-resonant ‘QCD background’ beyond hadronic exchanges, which
is information that a microscopic approach can provide.
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